
 

Regulations of the World Championship in Ironing - Strima Open 

 

 

1. 

The Organizer of the World Championship in Ironing - Strima Open is Strima Sp. z o.o. 
seated in Swadzim, ul. Poznanska 54, 62-080 Tarnowo Podgorne, Poland; registered in the 
National Judicial Register No. KRS 0000064216 in the Economic Court in Poznan, XXI 
Economical Department of the National Judicial Register. 

 

2. 

Sponsor of awards is Organizer. 

 

3. 

Organizer declares that the Championship is funded from the own means. 

 

4. 

Participation in the Championship is free of charge. Organizer guaranties for all Contestants 
free invitations entitling them to admission on the area of the Ptak Warsaw Expo during the 
Championship lasting. 

 

5. 

The place of the Championship organizing is Hall D of the Ptak Warsaw Expo - al. Katowicka 

62, 05-830 Nadarzyn, Poland. 

 

6. 

Championship will be carried in 20-21st of November 2019.  

 

7. 

Every person over 18 years old can participate in the Championship. The exceptions are 
employees and co-workers of the Organizer, members of their families and other persons 
taking part in preparation of the Championship. Applications of Participation is unequivocal 
with having ironing practice and being instructed in secure working with ironning equipment. 

 

8. 

The condition of the start in the Championship is obtaining a personal invitation, which will be 
sent by Organizer to Contestants up to 19th of November 2019, after receiving a properly 
filled in and legibly signed „Application of Participation”. The „Application of Participation” can 



be supplied personally, sent by fax, e-mail or by mail. The date of sending expires day 10th 
of November 2019 (date of postal punch or fax date-stamp decides). 

 

9. 

The Contestant can perform „Application of Participation” personally. It can be also 
performed by a company under condition, that Contestant accepts present Regulations. One 
company can report any number of Contestants. Acceptance of the Regulations is 
considered as valid only after putting Contestant’s legible signature on the Application of 
Participation. In case a company reports their Contestants, an additional signature of a 
person responsible for the operation of the company is required. 

 

10. 

Number of Contestants is limited. Contestants will be invited to participate in the 
Championship. Date of application receiving decides. In case of a big number of applications 
Organizer reserves the right to reduce the number of starting Contestants, representing one 
company and to carry out a preliminary qualifying round. 

 

11. 

Each Contestant starts on his own responsibility and risk. The Organizer does not take 
charge of minor injuries arisen during the Championship 

 

12. 

The Competition in Q&A: 

What kind of eqipment will be used during the Championship? 

There will be 5 ironing stations, prepared especially for the Championship. The exact stand 
description and specification of the ironed clothing will be published by November the 1st, 
2019 at www.strima.com. During qualifying the ironing stations will be drawn by Contestants 
before the start and in the final Contestants will have the right to choose an ironing station, 
according to places taken in the qualifying session. Each Contestant will have a possibility to 
carry on a 5 minutes warm up on the drawn station. Moreover, the Organizer will present on 
the fair stand another ironing tables, giving Contestants a possibility to familiarize earlier with 
Primula equipment. 

What will be the competition schedule? 

The qualifying session will take part on 20th of November, 

The final will take place on 21st of November. 

Presentation of diplomas and awards to finalists is planned to take part after the final. 

What will be the assessment criteria? 

In the qualifying session and in the final session the general amount of collected points will 
decide and in case of even points amount – the better time. 60 is the maximum points 
amount. In the final will start 5 Contestants, who reached the biggest amount of points in the 
qualifying session. The qualifying session result sums with the final points. Final is an 
independent part of the Championship. The winner of the Grand Prix of the World 



Championship of Ironing STRIMA OPEN will be a Contestant who will reach the biggest 
amount of points in the final however, in case of the even points amount the shortest 
measured time will decide. The same rules regard following places winners. 

QUALITY 

For a mistake-free ironing it is possible to reach maximum 20 points. Each quality mistake 
(for example an imprinted seam) will cause 1 point deduction.  

TIME 

After a trial round, carried on in the day of competition, the jury will define the ironing time 
limit. Contestant who reaches the defined time limit receives 20 points. For each started 15 
seconds of delay 1 point will be deducted. The ironing time will be measured by pisition 
judges, from the moment of the start command to the moment when a Contestant finishes 
ironing. If a Contestant will exceed the limited time of 5 minutes, the reached points will 
amount to zero and his/her start will be stopped. However, the points for quality and ironing 
style will be counted. 

IRONING STYLE 

The four persons jury will independently assess the ironing style, awarding Contestants will 
points. Every juror can decree from 1 to 5 points. 20 is the maximum points amount possible 
to be reached for the ironing style. The „ironing style” should be understood as style and 
rythm of work, using the proper proportion between steaming and drying, suitable usage of 
ironing tables and bucks.  

Protests 

Every Contestant has the right to make a protest – the latest in 15 minutes after his/her result 
anouncement. Possible protests will be considered by the jury in the immediately. Their 
decisions will be final and irrevocable. 

 

13. 

Awards: 

for a Reporting Party Companies which report 5 finalists will get Certificates of Master Ironing 
and for: 

GRAND PRIX: PRIMULA PERFECT PD3811 S + B SET ironing table and PRIMULA 
VAPORMAT 2-6 400V 6kW steam generator with a total value of PLN 20,980 

2nd place: Ironing table and steam generator PRIMULA TAILOR DOB S + B SET + ATMOS 
with Steam Iron ECO 1700P with a total value of PLN 6,080 

3rd place: Ironing table and steam generator TV 3811 NEW + Magic Inox - version: TV 3811 
S + B + MAGIC INOX with a total value of PLN 4,420 

for Contestants: 

GRAND PRIX PLN 10,000 

II place PLN 5,000 

III place PLN 3,000 

Diploma of Championship for every Contestant. 

 



14. 

The Organizer reserves the possibilities: 

- to cancel the Championship because of important reasons without given grounds, 

- to not award the GRAND PRIX in case the level of the competition essentially differs from 
standards known to the Organizer. 

 

15. 

The Organizer does not bear responsibility for the treasure, civil-legal obligations or other, 
resulting from the fact of receiving an award by the Championship participant. 

 

16. 

Possible disputes resulting from the execution of obligations connected with the 
Championship will be settled by Organizer. His decisions will be final and irrevocable. 

 

17. 

Organizer is entitled to change this regulation and to his only interpretation. 

 

18. 

The following regulations are the only describing rules of the Championship. 


